
LET’S LEARN 
GIRL SCOUT COOKIE PONG!



GIRL SCOUT COOKIE 
PONG

Try to keep the bouncing 

cookie from touching the 

red bar at the bottom by 

blocking it with your cup 

of milk!



TO PLAY

Click the green flag to start the 

game.

At the end of the game, Giga 

tells the player how well they 

played the game!



THE SCORE

Player gets a point each time 

they block the cookie from 

touching the red bar at the 

bottom of the screen.



LET’S PLAY!

On your laptop, open Chrome, and navigate to: 

Search for: 



THE SPRITES

There are four sprites in our game. Sprites are characters or objects in a 

game. As the programmer, you can tell them what to do.



FOUR PROGRAMMING TOOLS

There are four programming tools we 

will use to write our game.

1. Events

2. Conditionals

3. Loops

4. Variables



EVENTS

• The game starts when the green 

flag is clicked.

• When the green flag is clicked, the 

cup of milk does the following things.



CONDITIONALS

Giga has a different message, 

depending on what the players score is 

at the end of the game.

Conditionals ask the question:

IF _____ ELSE _____

They can be nested inside of each other!



LOOPS

The cookie sprite 

keeps bouncing until 

it hits the red color 

and the script is 

stopped.

The sprite repeats 

the instructions inside 

of the forever block 

over and over again.



VARIABLES

A variable is like a bucket that holds 

one thing at a time. 

In our game, we are using a variable 

to hold the player’s score. When the 

score changes, we put a new number 

inside the bucket. 



THE RED BAR



CUSTOMIZE!

Different costumes for your 

cookie sprite!

Pick a new backdrop – play cookie pong in 

the Grand Canyon!

Also, try new sounds!


